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10 Abstract

11 Specific features of visual objects innately draw approach responses in animals, and provide 

12 natural signals of potential reward. However, visual sampling behaviors and the detection of 

13 salient, rewarding stimuli are context and behavioral state-dependent and it remains unclear 

14 how visual perception and orienting responses change with specific expectations. To start to 

15 address this question, we employed a virtual stimulus orienting paradigm based on prey capture 

16 to quantify the conditional expression of visual stimulus-evoked innate approaches in freely 

17 moving mice. We found that specific combinations of stimulus features selectively evoked innate 

18 approach or freezing responses when stimuli were unexpected. We discovered that prey 

19 capture experience, and therefore the expectation of prey in the environment, selectively 

20 modified approach frequency, as well as altered those visual features that evoked approach. 

21 Thus, we found that mice exhibit robust and selective orienting responses to parameterized 

22 visual stimuli that can be robustly and specifically modified via natural experience. This work 

23 provides critical insight into how natural appetitive behaviors are driven by both specific features 

24 of visual motion and internal states that alter stimulus salience. 

25 Introduction
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26 The ability to rapidly orient towards prey or away from predators from a distance is crucial for 

27 the survival of animals. Thus, visual systems are evolutionarily honed to selectively extract the 

28 sizes and speeds of object motion that appear in particular locations in the environment that are 

29 characteristic of natural predators and prey and transform that information into specific 

30 ethological behaviors across species [1-6]. Despite the utility of such hardwired responses, it 

31 would be costly to release them in the wrong context. For example, even in the presence of an 

32 appetitive stimulus that should drive approach, animals should suppress this response when 

33 sated or in the presence of a competing, more salient threatening cue [7,8]. Innate approach 

34 responses, therefore, must be triggered by specific combinations of visual features that indicate 

35 reward, but they must be flexibly modulated by internal state, context, or experience on distinct 

36 timescales [9].  Furthermore, the ability to control visual orienting responses is impaired in 

37 several prevalent neurological diseases and neurodevelopmental disorders [10] such as trauma 

38 induced visuospatial neglect [11], posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [12, 13], attention deficit 

39 and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [14], generalized anxiety disorder [15], schizophrenia [16], 

40 and autism [17]. Currently, the mechanisms underlying conserved visually-guided approach 

41 responses in mammals and their context-dependent modulation remain unclear. 

42 The mouse has emerged as a powerful model to determine the circuit mechanisms underlying 

43 context-dependent visual behavior. To best exploit this model to understand approach behavior, 

44 it is imperative to first determine which specific stimulus features mice naturally approach and 

45 explore and under which environmental conditions. Under ecologically-relevant conditions, 

46 salient visual stimuli detected near the horizon may be appetitive. For example, small, moving 

47 objects in this location might indicate potential prey, as is often cited [1]. Conversely, similar 

48 cues could indicate social or predatory threat [18]. Here, we probed natural visual orienting 

49 responses in mice using parameterized virtual stimuli modeled after natural, live prey items such 

50 as crickets. Mice innately show a clear preference to approach objects that are a specific 
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51 relative size and speed and located within specific regions of the monocular or binocular visual 

52 field along the azimuth. In addition, mice accurately intercept specific moving stimuli without the 

53 benefit of explicit experience with the stimulus suggesting that the innate mechanisms for 

54 motion extrapolation in this model are rapidly tuned or require little tuning. Surprisingly, we find 

55 that mice frequently exhibit prolonged periods of immobility, or freezing, in response to moving 

56 visual stimuli in the lower visual field, and that this behavioral response constitutes the majority 

57 of responses evoked by moving stimuli in the lower visual field. These freezing responses 

58 precede about 50% of accurate and successful approaches towards novel moving objects, are 

59 triggered by distinct visual features relative to approach starts, and do not predict an increase in 

60 fleeing or avoidance behavior. Therefore, the frequent freezing observed in the context explored 

61 here may relate better to its ability to improve motion perception and/or action preparation in 

62 response to potentially appetitive objects [19]. Most intriguingly, prey capture experience prior to 

63 exposure to novel moving stimuli robustly increased the ratio of approach to freezing by 

64 selectively altering those stimulus features that drive approach and their salience. That 

65 approaches are flexibly and selectively modulated by prey capture experience, suggests that 

66 distinct neural circuits encode the visual information that differentially drives each behavior. 

67 Thus, we show which specific features of visual motion drive natural appetitive behavior in the 

68 mouse and that it is reliably gated by specific internal states such as experience with prey.

69 Results 

70 Novel, artificially generated visual stimuli reliably elicit approach in C57BL/6J mice

71 Previous work has shown that mice use visual cues to recognize prey [20-23]. In other species, 

72 specific combinations of visual features innately elicit approaches towards possible prey items 

73 [3,5,6]. However, the specific visual features of prey that draw innate approach responses in 

74 mice are unclear. We developed an assay based on natural prey capture behavior but 

75 employing artificially generated visual stimuli displayed on a computer screen to elicit innate 
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76 orienting responses in freely-moving mice. We parametrically varied the size (Fig. 1) or speed 

77 (Fig. 2) of stimuli, black ellipses with a 2:1 aspect ratio of the major (horizonal) to minor axis, on 

78 a white background. First, a single cohort of mice was presented with a stationary, black ellipse 

79 on one of two computer screens comprising two of the four sides of an open field arena (Fig. 

80 1A, blue outlines). The ellipse was centered on one of three possible locations along the 

81 azimuth of the target screen (center or midway between center and left adjacent or right 

82 adjacent wall). The bottom edge of the stimulus was maintained at 1 cm from the floor in 

83 elevation. Maintaining the 2:1 ratio, we varied the size of the stimulus along the horizontal axis 

84 from 0.25 to 8 cm, and quantified behavior elicited within 60 s of the start of stimulus 

85 presentation. Stimuli were presented in a random order to each mouse. To derive behavior 

86 measures, we tracked the stimulus as well as the nose, ears, and tail base of the mice using 

87 DeepLabCut pose estimation software (Fig. 1B). We calculated the mouse’s approach 

88 frequency, range (distance between stimulus and mouse head at approach start), locomotion 

89 speed, and stimulus angle, angle between the mouse’s head and stimulus. Importantly, studies 

90 have shown that eye movements are coupled to head position in space and are aligned to head 

91 direction when performing natural visual behaviors such as prey capture and social investigation 

92 [24,25]. Thus, stimulus angle is a reliable measure of probable viewing angle and likely visual 

93 gaze which allowed us to estimate the visual stimulus features correlated with behavioral 

94 responses. We defined a successful approach as any time the mouse’s nose came within 2 cm 

95 of the stimulus center. Approaches were identified as in Hoy et al., 2016. Briefly, an approach 

96 start was defined as when mice decreased both their range and stimulus angle relative to the 

97 stimulus while moving an average speed of at least 15 cm/s starting from at least 5 cm away 

98 (Fig. 1C). Mice almost completely failed to approach stimuli less than or equal to 0.5 cm in size 

99 along the horizontal axis (Fig. 1D-F), and significantly slowed approach speeds to stimuli larger 

100 than 2 cm along the horizontal axis (Fig. 1E). In contrast, mice approached the stimulus with a 2 

101 cm horizontal and 1 cm vertical axis most frequently, and with the highest locomotive speeds 
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102 (Fig. 1D & E). Freezing, a period of immobility lasting at least 500ms, was not significantly 

103 increased relative to habituation epochs with no stimuli shown (Supplemental Data 1A) Thus, 

104 while mice approach a range of stimulus sizes, they preferred stimuli that were 2 cm in length 

105 along the horizontal axis (Fig. 1F). Given the nearly linear relationship between the distance 

106 where an approach started and stimulus size (Fig.1F), we estimated the preferred angular 

107 stimulus size as the slope of a linear fit to the data. This yielded a preferred relative stimulus 

108 size of approximately 5 degrees (deg) of the visual angle. We were therefore able to determine 

109 that mice spontaneously orient towards and approach a preferred relative size of stimulus. 

110 Stimulus speed biases the probability of approach versus freezing behavior

111 Given that dynamic stimuli are highly salient to animals, we next measured the responses of 

112 freely-moving mice to stimuli that moved along the azimuth with steady linear speeds. The 

113 stationary stimulus that evoked the most approaches was 2 x 1 cm, thus we varied the speed of 

114 this stimulus, ranging from 2 cm/s to 50 cm/s in order to determine whether a specific stimulus 

115 speed could increase spontaneous approaches. We found that introducing motion instead led to 

116 a significant increase in freezing frequency at all speeds of motion tested relative to stationary 

117 stimuli and habituation epochs (Fig. 2A and Supplemental Data 1). From stimulus onset, mice 

118 froze more frequently and immediately relative to when they began approaches to the same 

119 stimuli (Fig. 2A & B and Supplemental Data 1). Freezing frequency also significantly 

120 increased as the speed of the stimuli increase, while surprisingly, the number of approaches 

121 decreased as speed increased (Figure 2C-E). Interestingly, freezing responses preceded 

122 approaches 48% of the time (Fig. 2A and Video 4,6 & 7) and the proportion of approaches 

123 preceded by freezing steadily increased as stimulus speed increased, 31%, 63% vs. 80% at 

124 each speed increment, respectively (see ethogram in Fig. 2A). Thus, these two orienting 

125 responses were related, yet differentially biased by stimulus speed. Specifically, the number of 

126 approaches relative to freezes per subject, per speed significantly decreased by stimulus speed 
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127 (Supplemental Data 2A ) and this relationship can be clearly observed in comparing the 

128 behavior index, number of approaches minus the number of freezes divided by the total of both,  

129 by speed (Fig. 2F). Despite this shift, mice found each stimulus similarly behaviorally salient, as 

130 the percentage of trials where at least one approach or freezing event was observed was not 

131 significantly different as a function of stimulus speed (91%, 78% vs. 87%, each speed increment 

132 respectively, N = 23, Fisher’s exact test, p > 0.05 for all pairwise comparisons, Fig. 2A). In other 

133 words, all stimulus speeds were similarly behaviorally salient as they evoked at least one type of 

134 visual response with high probability, between 78-91%. Finally, we observed no significant 

135 differences between the sexes in approach nor freeze frequency after correcting for multiple 

136 comparisons, Mann Whitney U, p = 0.0478 and p = 0.102, freezes versus approaches and N = 

137 15 and 8, females versus males, respectively (Supplemental Data 2B). 

138 Behavioral choice depends on relative stimulus size and speed as well as stimulus-angle

139 We estimated the relative sizes and speeds of stimuli that best drove specific behavior by 

140 calculating the angular size and speed of stimuli as they would appear at the retina preceding 

141 specific behaviors. We hypothesized that the probability of approach would be inversely 

142 proportional to the size of the stimulus (mice preferring relatively smaller stimuli) and 

143 proportional to increasing speeds of motion (enhancing salience). However, mice were most 

144 likely to approach relatively smaller objects moving at the slowest objective speed: stimuli less 

145 than 10 deg of the visual arc and moving less than 50 deg/s (Fig. 3D, green circles). On the 

146 other hand, Relatively smaller stimuli, less than 6 deg in size and moving at a relative speed of 

147 greater than 50 deg/s preferentially drove freezing (Fig. 3A - D), Although freezing was more 

148 prominent across all speeds experienced relative to approaches.

149

150 Interestingly, mice prominently displayed clear differences in behavioral choice depending on 

151 where stimuli were detected within the visual field which was estimated from measuring the 
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152 stimulus angle, the angle between the mouse’s head and stimulus. The stimulus angle at 

153 approach start when approaches were most frequently observed was most often less than 60 

154 deg (Fig. 3A & C, green circles and Supplemental Data 3A - C). In contrast, freezes started 

155 more often when the stimulus angle was > 60 deg (Fig. 3A & C, grey circles and Supplemental 

156 Data 3D - F). These findings have implications for which region of the visual field stimuli must 

157 appear in order to generate specific orienting behaviors as head position is coupled to eye 

158 position [25]. These biases are unlikely to be explained by preferences for occupying specific 

159 allocentric locations within the testing environment as stimuli were randomly presented on either 

160 screen and we observed no spatial occupancy bias within the arena in the absence of stimuli 

161 (16.7 ± 6.2%, 18.3 ±  4.9%, 18.3 ± 5.5%, 13.3 ± 4.4% percent time in each quadrant, 1-4, 

162 respectively during the baseline habituation period, N = 23, pairwise Mann Whitney U, p > 0.05). 

163 Stimuli thus appeared randomly to either the right or left of the mouse and at variable ranges. 

164 Our data therefore demonstrate that distinct visual features selectively drive orienting behaviors 

165 and that freezing is linked to approach responses, yet is dissociable.

166 Prey capture experience selectively increases approach frequency to specific stimulus speeds.

167 Results so far were from mice that had no experience hunting for insects. We hypothesized that 

168 innate orienting responses could be modified by prey capture experience as mice become more 

169 efficient at capturing live prey with experience [20]. To address this hypothesis, we quantified 

170 visually-evoked orienting responses towards artificial stimuli in mice that had first captured live 

171 crickets (Supplemental Methods). We quantified speed-dependent approach and freezing 

172 frequencies in prey capture-experienced mice (Supplemental Data 4) as well as the features of 

173 stimuli observed at the beginning of each type of orienting response (Supplemental Data 5). 

174 The significant differences found in these measures between naïve and prey capture-

175 experienced mice were specific to approach behavior (Fig. 4 and Supplemental Data 3). Prey 

176 capture-experienced mice selectively increased their approaches towards the two slower 
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177 objective speeds of 2 cm/s and 15 cm/s with the largest increases occurring in response to the 

178 15 cm/s stimulus (Supplemental Data 3, 4 and Fig. 4A-D). These findings suggested that prey 

179 capture experience selectively altered approaches near the range of speeds of live prey motion, 

180 as well as altered the saliency of the features that evoke approach. The average speed of 

181 crawling crickets was 5 + 2.3 cm/s and was similar to the slowest objective speed of stimulus 

182 used here (Fig. 2D). 

183 To determine which specific relative visual perceptions were altered by experience, we again 

184 quantified the visual stimulus angles as well as angular size and speed of stimuli that were 

185 observed preceding and during each type of orienting response and compared the measures to 

186 naïve mice responding to our stimuli (Fig. 4E & F and Supplemental Data 3A – C). Mice were 

187 more likely to approach the 15 cm/s stimulus when it was a relatively larger angular size and 

188 moving at faster angular speeds (Fig. 4E) while also orienting to these stimuli earlier in the trials 

189 than naïve mice as indicated by a peak in approache frequency starting before 25 s (Fig. 4A). 

190 Additionally, we observed that mice adjusted their stimulus angle more rapidly at approach 

191 initiation (Supplemental Data 3A, angular velocity of 107 +/- 17 deg/s vs. 156 +/- 10 deg/s, 

192 naïve vs. prey capture experienced, respectively, p < 0.05, Mann Whitney U) and there was a 

193 significant difference in the distribution of stimulus angles preceding approach for prey capture 

194 experienced mice (Fig. 4F and Supplemental Data 3A ). Furthermore, we noted that stimulus 

195 angles were less variable overall around the center of the stimulus angle distribution in the prey 

196 capture-experienced mice (center of stimulus angle distributions = +10 deg for both 

197 distributions, but width at half max = 180 deg vs. 60 degrees, naive vs. prey capture-

198 experienced mice, respectively) suggesting that stimuli were detected more equally between the 

199 predicted hemifields and proportionally more centrally (Fig. 4F and Supplemental Data 3A - 

200 C). Together, these data show that prey capture experience selectively altered the features of 
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201 visual stimuli that evoke approach towards novel stimuli and enhanced the salience of specific 

202 visual features.

203 Finally, we sought to determine whether freezing responses were likely to reflect threat 

204 detection in the absence of a shelter. We therefore quantified the probability that mice 

205 responded to our stimuli with additional appetitive behavior such as pursuit (following stimulus 

206 after approach), versus active avoidance behavior such as increased thigmotaxis. If freezing 

207 indicated threat detection, an increase in thigmotaxis as stimulus speed increases was 

208 predicted. We also predicted that if our fastest moving stimuli were perceived as threatening, we 

209 should not observe significant approach and pursuit behaviors towards these stimuli. We found 

210 that both naive and prey capture-experienced mice significantly intercepted and pursued all 

211 speeds of our moving stimuli above a hypothetical mean of 0 (Fig 4G & H, Videos 1, 2, 4 & 5). 

212 Mice also did not exhibit active avoidance behaviors such as fleeing to corners as scored by 

213 three independent observers (see all videos, doi:10.5061/dryad.mw6m905v3), nor increased 

214 thigmotaxis after stimulus onset, relative to baseline conditions without stimuli (79 ± 5.6 % 

215 thigmotaxis in baseline condition without stimuli, Supplemental Data 6 and Hoy et al., 2019 

216 [20,26]). Therefore, despite a high frequency of freezing to the presented stimuli in both naïve 

217 and prey capture-experienced mice, these orienting responses are unlikely to indicate extreme 

218 anxiety or fear induced by our stimuli. 

219 Discussion

220 We quantified the visual stimulus features that innately drive approach towards novel objects in 

221 mice and found that they are distinct from those that drive freezing and that they are selectively 

222 modified by prey capture experience. Specifically, naive mice prefer to approach relatively 

223 smaller and slower moving stimuli as compared to prey capture-experienced mice (Fig. 4E), 

224 but, both groups strongly preferred to approach stimuli located near their central visual field and 
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225 moving nasally (posterior/temporal motion on the retina). In contrast, small, relatively faster 

226 moving stimuli, mostly moving towards the periphery, reliably drove freezing in mice regardless 

227 of previous experience (Fig. 4A - F and Supplemental Data 3). Thus, while it was possible that 

228 prey capture experience might reduce freezing responses to all stimuli in a non-selective 

229 manner, or, that smaller objects moving in the lower visual field would not induce freezing at all 

230 [27, 28], freezing responses did not change significantly after prey capture experience and were 

231 consistently robust to small, fast moving stimuli in the lower visual field (Supplemental Data 3D 

232 – F, 4 and 5). Our data are most parsimonious with the idea that freezing in this context is 

233 enabling accurate perception of external motion [19,29] and augmenting the perception of 

234 objects [30] as opposed to reflecting a response to threat (Fig. 4G & H and Supplemental Data 

235 6). Indeed, freezing was specifically modulated by increasing stimulus motion (Supplemental 

236 Data 1), preceded approximately 50% of approaches for naive mice (Video 1 & 4) and mice 

237 often followed the trajectory of moving stimuli with saccadic head movements as stimuli moved 

238 towards their peripheral visual field (Video 4, 6 & 7). However, future studies that apply 

239 dimensionality reduction methods to infer distinct stimulus-driven behavioral states will better 

240 address this issue [31-33]. 

241 We also note that mice keep linearly moving stimuli well-centered within their visual field during 

242 an approach regardless of the stimulus speed or experience (Supplemental Data 3A – C and 

243 Video 7). This observation indicates minimal motor lag and the ability to rapidly extrapolate 

244 motion information about moving targets innately [34]. Prey capture experience did not alter this 

245 basic behavioral response, yet, experienced mice did approach preferred stimuli more 

246 frequently and earlier within the trial period (Fig. 4 and Supplemental Data 3A - C). They also 

247 aligned the stimulus within the central visual field faster, i.e. displayed faster angular velocities 

248 as they centered stimuli in the visual field, from approach start (Supplemental Data 3A).  This 

249 observation indicates that a change in stimulus salience selectively modulates the activity of 
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250 distinct circuitry dedicated to orienting towards moving targets and then keeping them centered 

251 within the visual field.

252 Our study suggests the probable behavioral relevance of several classes of previously identified 

253 direction selective ganglion cell types (dsRGCs) in mice with size selective responses and 

254 asymmetric retinal distribution [18, 35-38]. A recent study precisely quantifying eye movement 

255 as coupled to head movement in mice during prey capture, showed that the position of the eyes, 

256 and therefore visual gaze, track the head position along the azimuth and in elevation [25]. This 

257 suggests that stimulus angle is a good approximation of the probable visual field position of the 

258 stimuli (Figs. 3 & 4 and Supplemental Data 3 and Video 7, field of view 90 degrees). We 

259 show that distinct orienting responses are biased, although not exclusively controlled, by 

260 specific directions of motion along the nasal-temporal axis in the lower visual field. The role of 

261 genetically identifiable dsRGCs that preferentially encode temporal/posterior retinal motion, 

262 object motion towards the nose [39], or differ in their selectivity for motion along the nasal-

263 temporal axis in the mouse retina [38] have been hypothesized to underlie salient object 

264 detection within ethological contexts and possibly underlie enhanced motion perception within 

265 the binocular visual field [18]. Here, we have provided the needed behavioral evidence to 

266 support tests of these remaining and intriguing hypotheses.

267 Our observation that prey capture experience altered the salience of visual features implicates 

268 specific downstream targets of retinal projections in mediating the behaviors we quantified. In 

269 the zebrafish, defined RGC types with specific stimulus selectivity have indeed been shown to 

270 underlie prey approach [40], while conditional, visual stimulus feature-driven decisions to 

271 approach or avoid and their conditional modulation are computed and encoded in the optic 

272 tectum [6,9], homologous to the superior colliculus. In the mouse, almost ninety percent of 

273 RGCs project to the superior colliculus [41], which contains cells with response properties 

274 similar to those found in the retina [42-44] and is known to mediate visual attention [2,45] and 
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275 orienting in ethological contexts in rodents [46-49]. In particular, the topographically mapped 

276 circuitry of the superficial SC that connects information from specific regions in the visual field to 

277 ipsilateral versus contralateral motor outputs that drive spatial orienting behavior, is ideally 

278 organized to mediate the behaviors quantified here [50-52]. Although, from our findings, we 

279 hypothesize that even within the lower visual field or same regions of the visual field, distinct 

280 visual features may be directly coupled to either ipsilateral or contralateral motor outputs 

281 depending on direction of stimulus motion. Therefore, interesting near-future studies will seek to 

282 address whether circuit mechanisms similar to what has been observed in other species exist in 

283 the retino-collicular pathways of the mouse and whether they underlie the orienting response 

284 choices and their state-dependent modulation measured in this study [22,23,53]. 

285 Materials and Methods

286 We used C57BL/6J, female and male mice between the ages of 2 to 4 months, ten subjects 

287 were exposed to stationary stimuli that was varied in size and twenty-three subjects each 

288 comprised the naïve and prey capture-experienced groups exposed to varying stimulus speed. 

289 Mice were group-housed, with regular access to water and food (Envigo, Teklad diet, 2919). 

290 The vivarium was maintained on a 12 hour light/dark schedule, and all testing occurred within 3 

291 hours of the dark to light transition. 1-2 cm long crickets, Acheta domestica, from Fluker’s Farm 

292 were used to give mice prey capture experience.  

293 Visual Stimuli: Visual stimuli were generated with MATLAB Psychophysics toolbox [54] and 

294 displayed on LCD monitors (60 Hz refresh rate, ∼50 cd/m2 luminance) in a darkened room. The 

295 computer monitors replaced two sides of a rectangular behavioral arena that was 60 x 60 x 30 

296 cm, length x width x height. We varied the major axis (horizontal) of the stationary stimulus from 

297 0.25 to 8 cm and kept the aspect ratio between the major and minor axis at 2:1. We varied the 

298 speed of a 2 X 1 cm ellipse stimulus for separate cohorts of animals than were exposed to the 

299 stationary stimulus. Objective stimulus speed was varied over 3 steps between 2 cm/s to 50 
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300 cm/s and presented in a random order. Once stimuli traversed the screen, they reappeared from 

301 where they exited after 1 second and traversed in the opposite direction until the full 60 second 

302 trial was complete. Mice were exposed to relative speeds varying from 2 to ~300 deg/s at the 

303 retina. This is consistent with the range of speed selective responses that are encoded in the 

304 superior colliculus of mice [55–58].

305 Behavior: Prior to testing, mice were acclimated to handlers for 2 days, handled 3 times each 

306 day for 5 min each time. Mice were then acclimated to the arena for 4 days during which each 

307 mouse was placed in the arena 3 times a day for 5 min each. The day after this acclimation 

308 period, behavioral responses to a randomized presentation of either size-varying stationary 

309 stimuli or speed-varying motion stimuli of one size were recorded following a 3 minute 

310 habituation session with no stimuli. For prey capture-experienced mice, each mouse was given 

311 a live cricket starting on their second day of habituation in the arena up to 4 days. All mice were 

312 returned to their home cages with standard food only. 

313 Data Analysis: DeepLabCut  [59] was used to digitize and extract coordinates of the mouse 

314 nose, ears, and tail base, as well as the center point of the stimulus, throughout the duration of 

315 each trial. Tracked points with a “likelihood” value of < 0.99 were rejected and dropped as 

316 inaccurate. The average percentage of dropped frames for the tracked points was 1.55, 0.05, 0. 

317 03, 1.89 and 1.51 percent for the nose, ears, tail base and stimulus, respectively. Dropped 

318 frames were omitted from analysis and not interpolated. Tracks were entered into customized 

319 MATLAB scripts to extract behavioral parameters [20,21] (Supplemental Methods). Freezes 

320 were identified as any time the nose and ear points moved less than 0.5 cm/s for a duration of 

321 0.5 - 5 s. A successful approach was defined as any time the mouse’s nose eventually came 

322 within 2 cm of the stimulus center after moving toward the stimulus from a distance of at least 5 

323 cm away with an average speed of at least 15 cm/s unless otherwise stated. Three human 

324 observers scored stimulus interception and pursuit (following a successful approach) behaviors. 
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325 Figure Legends

326 Figure 1. Naive mice preferably approach specific sizes of stationary, two-dimensional visual stimuli. Naive 

327 mice are habituated to the arena and handlers, but have not been exposed to artificially generated stimuli or live 

328 crickets. (A) Schematic of arena with video recording performed overhead. Two sides of a white acrylic behavior box 

329 consisted of computer monitors displaying blank white screens. For experiments with stationary stimuli, ellipses of 

330 different sizes were presented one at a time, in one of 3 different locations along the azimuth in a randomized order. 

331 (B) Example frame from a recorded behavioral video. Relative positional information (range and stimulus angle) 

332 between the mouse and stimulus are calculated from these pose estimation data ( Video 1, employing moving 

333 stimuli). The positions of the stimulus, the mouse’s nose, ears and tail base were all tracked and are shown as green 

334 circles. (C) A representative approach sequence towards a stationary ellipse, highlighting specific moments 

335 surrounding a successful approach: approach start and contact. Arrows indicate the stimulus angle across frames. 

336 (D) Mean approach frequency for each mouse exposed to 6 different objective sizes of stimuli. N = 10 mice. (E) Mean 

337 locomotor speed for mice that approached stimuli. N = 2, 5, 9, 9, 9 and 6 mice each stimulus, respectively. (F) Mean 

338 range of approach starts at each objective size of stimulus. N = 65, r = 0.73, adjusted r2 =  0.487. Error bars are +/- 

339 standard error of the mean (SEM) in all panels.

340

341 Figure 2. Mice freeze or approach when presented with novel, small, moving stimuli. (A) Top, an ethogram 

342 representing when approach or freezing occurred relative to stimulus presentation (shaded in grey) of three different 

343 speeds of the stimulus. The responses observed in each trial (separate mouse) is denoted by a separate line in the 

344 ethogram. Green = approach, grey = freeze. Horizontal dashed line separates trial types based on stimulus speed, N 

345 = 23 mice. Bottom histogram, the proportion of time spent engaged in each type of response during each 5 s 

346 segment of the 60 s trial, collapsed across all speeds. (B) Mean time to the first orienting response of each type 

347 (green = approach or grey = freeze) for mice that display at least one type (two-way ANOVA, F= 9.1957, p < 0.001, 

348 Tukey’s post hoc, * = p < 0.05 and  ** = p< 0.01, N for each speed =  9, 7, 5 mice and 17, 16, 20 mice approach 

349 versus freeze, respectively). (C) Percentage of trials with at least one freeze (grey) or approach (green) by stimulus 

350 speed. Percentage of trials with freezes is significantly higher than that with approaches for each stimulus speed ( 

351 Fisher’s exact tests, p < 0.05, p < 0.01 and p < 0.0001, respectively). Error bars are standard deviation. (D) Number 

352 of approaches per mouse (one-way ANOVA, (F(2) = 2.8418, p = 0.07, # = nearly significant). All conditions had 

353 significantly more approaches than a mean of 0 (Student’s t-tests, p < 0.001, p < 0.01 and p <  0.05). (E) Number of 

354 freezes per mouse (one-way ANOVA, (F(2) = 6.54, p < 0.01, Tukey’s post hoc, ** = p < 0.01). Freezing evoked by all 

355 stimuli were highly significantly greater than a mean of 0 (Student’s t-tests, p < 0.0001 in all cases). (F) Approach-to-
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356 freeze index by stimulus speed (one-way ANOVA, (F(2) = 5.97, p < 0.01, Tukey’s post hoc, **  = p < 0.01). Error bars 

357 are +/- SEM unless noted otherwise.

358

359 Figure 3. Freeze and approach orienting responses in naive mice are evoked by distinct combinations of 

360 stimulus size, speed, and location in the visual field. (A) Distribution of mouse ranges (cm) and stimulus angles 

361 (deg) relative to the mouse’s head, where freezes occur (grey) or approaches start (green). * = p < 0.05, KS test on 

362 range distributions, * = Ashman’s D > 2 for distribution of stimulus angles at freeze starts. Plots show all individual 

363 behavioral events for all 23 mice, N = 29 and 199 approach starts and freezes, respectively. Inset, representative 

364 frame from a video where the highlighted data point is measured. The frame is annotated to show the stimulus angle 

365 relative to the mouse’s head when that particular approach started.  (B) Mean trial-averaged range at all three 

366 speeds. Each speed condition is represented as a separate category on the x-axis, approach and freeze data are 

367 also separated along the x-axis by a fixed amount and then jittered in the x dimension to improve visualization of 

368 each distribution where approaches start (green circles) or freezing occurs (grey circles)  (two-way ANOVA, (F(1) = 

369 19.99, p < 0.0001, Tukey’s post hoc, *  = p < 0.05, N = 9, 7, 5 mice and 17, 16, 20 mice for each stimulus speed, 

370 approaches or freezes, respectively). (C) Mean trial-averaged absolute stimulus angles relative to the mouse at 

371 approach starts or freezes (two-way ANOVA, (F(2) = 3.17, p < 0.05, Tukey’s post hoc,  * = p < 0.05,  *** = p < 

372 0.0001). (D) Angular size versus angular speed of stimuli at approach start (green) or freeze (grey) reveals angular 

373 size and speed preferences for each behavior. 

374

375 Figure 4. Prey capture experience selectively alters approach frequency towards specific speeds and where 

376 stimuli are detected in the visual field. (A) Direct comparison of previously shown ethograms from the onset of the 

377 presentation of the 15 cm/s speed stimulus for each mouse (Supplemental data 4 & 5). Magenta = prey capture-

378 experienced mice approaches, green = naive mice approaches. Grey = freezes by naive (top panel) or prey capture-

379 experienced (bottom panel) mice. The overlaid histograms of these distributions (KS test, ** = p < 0.01, N =8 vs. 43 

380 approach events from naive vs. prey capture-experienced mice, respectively, from the 15 cm/s condition). (B) Percent 

381 of trials where approaches were observed for three speeds of stimuli (Fisher’s Exact test, ** = p < 0.01, N=23). Error 

382 bars are standard deviation. Black arrow highlights average measured crawling speed of crickets. (C) Mean number 

383 of approaches per mouse compared directly between naive (green) and prey capture-experienced (magenta) mice 

384 (Tukey’s post hoc, ** =  p < 0.01, N= 21, 18 and 20 for naive mice and N = 19, 22 and 20 for prey capture-

385 experienced mice, for each speed, respectively). (D) Approach/Freeze index as shown in Figure 2F (Tukey’s post 

386 hoc, ** = p < 0.01). (E) Angular size versus angular speed of stimuli at approach start for naïve mice (green) or prey 
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387 capture-experienced mice (magenta). (F) The distribution of all stimulus angles at approach start for all speeds for 

388 naive (green) versus prey capture-experienced (magenta) mice (KS test, * = p < 0.05, N= 29 and 73 approaches for 

389 naive vs. prey capture-experienced mice, respectively). (G) Representative interception behavior and mean trial-

390 averaged interception probability across mice that displayed at least one approach start (Hoy et al., 2019) when 

391 presented each speed of stimulus. (H) Representative pursuit behavior, chasing stimulus after contact is made from 

392 initial approach, and mean trial-averaged pursuit probability across mice that displayed at least one approach start 

393 when presented each speed of stimulus. Student’s t test, pairwise comparison between naive vs. prey capture-

394 experienced mice, * = p <  0.05, ** = p <  0.01, N = 21, 19 & 17 and 23, 23 and 17 mice at each speed, naive vs. prey 

395 capture-experienced, respectively.  Error bars are +/- SEM. Colored arrows or circles indicate the stimulus or mouse 

396 position, respectively, in sequential moments at the times indicated. 

397
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